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ABSTRACT

Exhibition Catalog on Rediscovering the Fashion of Hanboks and Kimonos:
The Tale of Kisaengs and Geishas
by
Sylvia Chung

Advisor: Christopher Schmidt

This capstone project is envisioned as a museum fashion exhibition to display traditional
costumes of Korean hanboks and Japanese kimonos. The “white paper” of the capstone presents
historical research on the wardrobes of Korean kisaengs and Japanese geishas, who were
professional entertainers of their respective countries and time, and explores their lifestyle and
clothing. The study also highlights the contemporary design of hanboks and kimonos by
rediscovering their fashion impact in today’s global era. In relation to global fashion, the study
also considers the issue of “cultural appropriation” of the kimono by U.S and European artists
and designers. While fashion studies primarily focuses on Western costumes, the research goal is
to study the diversity of clothing and examine East Asian costumes to reveal their contribution
and understand fashion from a global perspective. The “white paper” is followed by an
exhibition catalog that presents historical imagery of the hanbok and kimono alongside my own
contemporary knitwear designs, inspired by my research.
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I.

Introduction

Korean hanboks and Japanese kimonos, respective fashion symbols of each country, are traditional
costumes which were worn as daily clothes for centuries. Because traditional costumes represent
the art, history and heart of each society, researching them not only allows us to understand the
look of fashion but also the cultural, social and political discourse of an era. The kimono style was
widely adapted and integrated into European fashion from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
and continues to inspire contemporary fashion designers. Hanboks gained recognition through
modern Korean fashion designers and the well-known K-pop culture. In general, while fashion
studies may conventionally focus mainly on Western costumes, studying clothing in all its
diversity and furthering research of the impact of fashion from East Asian costumes only serves to
enhance a deeper understanding of fashion from a global perspective.
To accomplish this, this paper examines the following: first, the historical context of
Korean and Japanese fashion with an analysis of the basic structure and the significant style of
hanboks and kimonos. Second, the study explores beyond royals and aristocrats as a primary
resource for studying traditional costumes to include ordinary people, particularly women, their
lifestyle and clothing. It takes a new look at the wardrobes of kisaengs and geishas as the
professional entertainers as fashion influencers of their respective countries and time periods.
Lastly, it focuses on the contemporary design of hanboks and kimonos and a rediscovery of their
fashion impact in the global era. In relation to global fashion, the study also considers the issue of
“cultural appropriation” of the kimono by U.S and European artists and designers.
For context, Korean kisaengs from the Koryo period (918-1392) and Chosun period (13921910), and Japanese geishas from Meiji period (1868-1912) are the primary focus of the “white
paper” and included in the exhibition catalog as well. Geishas and kisaengs are often considered
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equivalents of each other but they actually are derived from a starkly different political, social and
cultural backgrounds. Also, while traditions of Confucianism restricted women’s freedom in
domestic, educational and political arenas during the Chosun period, because they were
entertainers, they were allowed a certain degree of freedom compared to other contemporary
women. In the Meiji period, Japan adopted some aspects of the Western culture and gained
exposure to European fashion in the nineteenth century. While Japanese women began to wear
Western-style fashion, geishas played an important role supporting a traditional kimono look.
However, this study also acknowledges the hardship and prejudices experienced by kisaengs and
geishas in their respective time periods.
Because this capstone project is envisioned as a museum fashion exhibition of Korean
hanboks and Japanese kimonos, inspiration was derived from the fashion exhibitions at the
Costume of Institute of the Metropolitan Museum of Art (MET) in New York. In addition, Kimono
Refashioned, exhibit at the Newark Museum in New Jersey until January 2019, focused on the
kimono’s influence on global fashion from the nineteenth century until today. As a fashion
designer myself specializing in knitwear, I designed a contemporary knitwear collection inspired
by my research. The capstone project takes a form of a “white paper” and a fashion exhibition
catalog. The “white paper” functions as a critical introduction and a research paper of the
exhibition, while the exhibition catalog includes photographs of my original designs, inspirational
pictures and descriptions from my research. Aligned with my “white paper” layout, I envision the
exhibition to display the various looks of traditional hanboks and kimonos while highlighting the
fashion features worn by kisaengs and geishas. Then, I plan to present work from contemporary
designs and fashion designers that were inspired from hanboks and kimonos. In addition, I
anticipate displaying my original designs of my contemporary knitwear collection. My knitwear
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collection contains three categories and divided into seasons: first, “In Full Bloom” for the spring
season, second, “Wrap Me in Cashmere” for the fall season and last, “Love-Me-Not: Knotted-Belt
Cardigan” for the holiday season. Traditional looks of hanboks and kimonos are transformed to
contemporary knitwear and demonstrate how tradition inspires fashion through ideas and
creativity.
Upon graduation, I plan to continue my project by coordinating an actual fashion exhibition
from my research. I will further design and expand my sweater collection to display in the
exhibition.

II.

Korean Hanbok
Hanbok, the Korean traditional costume, is a representation of Korean fashion, culture

and lifestyle. Its distinctive features represent the long and rich cultural history before
modernization. Because hanboks have been the central garment for Koreans worn daily for
centuries, it enables us to study the abundance of Korean clothing and fashion in the global era.
The basic hanboks for women are the traditional chima-juhgori (skirt and jacket) and bajijuhgori (pant and jacket) for men. In the winter, women wore a durumagi, an outdoor long
overcoat and was occasionally worn for formal occasions. Costume materials varied from
seasonal changes and colors had symbolic meanings. Traditionally, the primary colors used on
hanbok were red, blue, yellow, white and black. Red implied good fortune and wealth, blue was
the color of constancy, black symbolized infinity and yellow represented the center of the
universe and was used for royal garments. The white color was widely used by commoners to
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symbolize modesty and purity.1 The privileged classes wore primary colors regularly, whereas
the commoners were able to wear these colors during festivals or special occasions, such as
weddings. A rainbow-like combination of these primary colors, called saek-dong, was favored
for wedding gowns, children clothes and durumagi(s). For commoners, there were limits on
colors and decorative patterns. For example, during the Chosun era (1392-1910), hwarot, a
heavily embroidered hanbok decorated with gold imprints which was reserved for royalty, was
only permitted for a commoner woman to wear once exclusively at her wedding.2
Traditional hanboks reflect the lifestyle and cultural involvement of each social class: the
aristocrats, nobility and commoners. The class, gender, age and marital status were distinguished
by specific colors, length, decoration and style of hanboks. For example, vibrant colors were
reserved for the royal family and were restricted to other classes. During the Koryo period, the
queen and wife of the prime minister wore red or purple, the royal colors, and wore silk robes
with painting and embroideries. However, red and purple colors were limited for court ladies,
concubines, and commoners. Court officials used yellow for their court attire.3 In the Chosun
period, the style and the color of the jacket indicated her social class and marital status. For
example, upper-class women who were unmarried wore yellow juhgori with a crimson red fullskirt, chima. The newlywed women wore bright green juhgori with a chima in the same green
color, while married women wore yellow jugori with blue chima, which is still practiced today.4
The combination of primary colors created a bold and impressive look which can be considered
to be one of the significant features of hanboks. Not only the juhgori, but upper-class women

Cho Woo-hyun, “Characteristics of the Korean Costumes and Its Development,” KOREANA: Hanbok, Traditional
Beauty in Korean Clothing 9, no 3. (Autumn 1995): 6.
https://issuu.com/the_Korea_foundation/docs/1995_03_e_b_a (accessed March 1, 2019).
2
Kwon Hea-jin, “Hwarot, A Once-in-a-lifetime Luxury,” Korean Heritage 40, (Spring 2018): 6.
3
Sunny Yang, HANBOK: The Art of Korean Clothing, (Hollym International Corp, 1997), 49.
4
Ibid., 59.
1
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wore multiple layers of underskirts to create a voluminous effect of the chima. These underskirts,
mujigi chima, resemble Western petticoats, and were layered up to three, five or seven
layers.5 Nowadays, hanboks are worn during special occasions; such as weddings, birthdays, and
national holidays, including New Year’s Day or Chu-suk, the Full Moon Festival.
Koreans wore hanboks from the beginning of Three Kingdom period (first century B.C.seventh century A.D)6 and the style has changed throughout the eras from the Koryo period to
the Chosun period. The look of modern hanboks today were carried forward from the Chosun
period. The textiles used for hanboks include various fabrics, such as sambae (hemp), mosi
(ramie), myun (cotton), dan (opaque silk) and sa and ra (stiffened silk gauze).7 The basic form of
hanboks for men and women are quite simple—both the full skirts for the female and trousers for
the male are rectangular shapes when stored flat. However, layering and fastening pieces and
wearing in the correct direction are much more complicated and detailed in nature. In addition, a
variety of accessories were included in the attire; royals in particular wore highly ornamented
crowns, elaborate earrings, necklaces, bracelets, hairpins, belts and shoes. The costume materials
varied within the change of seasons and the cut and length of juhgori increased or decreased
depending on the fashion of the period. The long jacket of the Three Kingdom period changed to
extremely short ones in the eighteenth-century Chosun period; however, the length gradually
increased again for today’s modern day juhgori. The typical everyday clothes for commoners
were chima, short juhgori, buhsun (rubber shoes) for women. Men wore baji, waist-length
juhgori, durumagi (outer coat), gaht (horse hair hat) and buhsun.8

5

Shin Sun-mi, Hanbok, My Fairy Friends, My Child, (Hollym International Corp, 2017).
Yi Song-mi, “Korean Costumes and Textiles,” IBM Gallery of Science and Art, (1992): 12.
7
Hyun-sook Chung, “Clothing, Traditional – Korea,” Encyclopedia of Modern Asia, ed. Karen Christensen and
David Levinson, vol. 2 (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 2002): 120.
8
Sunny Yang, HANBOK: The Art of Korean Clothing, (Hollym International Corp,1997), 126.
6
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Female hanboks consists of two main pieces: the juhgori, a cropped jacket and chima, a
full- length voluminous skirt that wraps around the chest and covers the feet (fig. 1). The chima
has a wide chest band, approximately three to five inches that wraps tightly around the body
directly under the arms and fastens above the breast. The juhgori has long sleeves and overlaps
at the front and ties at the wearer’s right side with long double sash, gorum. The tying of the
double sashes together keeps the front jacket closed. Gorum, an essential piece of the jacket, not
only plays a functional role but also a decorative one as a ribbon often embellished with silver or
gold imprints and motifs. The juhgori functions to cover the wide chest-band of the full skirt,
chima, and appropriately conceals the chest-band while wearing the juhgori. However, kisaeng’s
juhgori was shorter than the normal length and eventually revealed the wide chest-band. This
became a trend during the Chosun period where other classes
of women followed suit. The wide chest-band was often
decorated with ornaments, such as norigae, a hanging pendent,
with motifs of eggplant and butterflies that symbol longevity
and feminine beauty. However, because the shorter jacket was
considered inappropriate for certain groups of people, the trend
faded but eventually returned to the current length of the
modern day juhgori.

Figure 1. "Hanbok-The color pink is
typically reserved for young women or
engagement ceremonies.” CNN, June 30,
2015. (Photo:kumdamj)
https://www.cnn.com/style/article/koreanhanbok-fashion/index.html (accessed
December 20, 2018).

III.

Kisaeng and Hanbok

Kisaengs folded the left edge of the chima over the top to
slightly reveal their bloomers as an implication of their
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profession.9 Other classes of wives and daughters from different political sides, often wore their
skirts in a certain way as a sign of their alliance. Kum Ki-suk mentions in his article, “Beauty of
Traditional Korean Hanbok” in the mid-Chosun period, hanbok fashion became more revealing
by showing the wearer’s undergarment. Kum provides an example from Chun-hyangjun, a novel
of a kisaeng’s daughter and a son of a government official, who fell in love despite their different
class and status. The novel describes how the kisaeng’s daughter, Chun-hyang, rides the swing
on a late spring day and “her red skirt billowed and her white silk bloomers flapped loosely in
the southeasterly wind.”10 Although it was considered provocative to expose one’s undergarment
at this time, the look became a fashion trend in vogue. These trends in fashion reflected the
change of social status and ethics values toward the end of Chosun era. This look of kisaeng’s
hanbok is stylized in the modern day by folding the chima, like a tier-dress, to create more
volume and reveal the undergarment beneath the skirt (fig. 2).
Due to the traditions of Confucianism where men and women were not allowed to
interact publicly, women had to hide their faces in public. As such, when women went outside,
they wore a veil or head scarf along with their hanbok. During the Koryo period, commoners
wore white guhn, or head scarves with white cloth and did not cover their faces. Noble women
wore nuhwool, a veil made from black silk over a small umbrella-like frame that covered their
faces entirely to avoid direct contact with men.11 During the Chosun period, the length and
material of nuhwool was distinguished among the class and upper-class women: while the
nuhwool covered the entire body from head to toe for upper-class women, the lower-class

Cho Woo-hyun, “Characteristics of the Korean Costumes and Its Development,” 9.
Kum Ki-suk, “Beauty Traditional Korean Hanbok,” KOREANA: Hanbok, Traditional Beauty in Korean Clothing
9, no. 3 (Autumn 1995): 24. https://issuu.com/the_Korea_foundation/docs/1995_03_e_b_a (accessed March 1,
2019).
11
Sunny Yang, HANBOK: The Art of Korean Clothing, 48.
9

10
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women wore a shorter version. They also wore jang-ott, a pleated cloak over the head that was
attached with sashes, untied and held by her hand under the chin to cover her face.12 Kisaengs
wore an umbrella-like cone shape hat which also functioned as a decorative piece. This hat is
described in Sunny Yang’s book, HANBOK: The Art of Korean Clothing, as “a wide, felt hat in
the shape of a small umbrella constructed with fourteen to sixteen spokes, covered with perillaoiled mulberry paper and decorated with flower designs, butterflies or Chinese characters for
good luck and longevity.” The hat was tied under the chin with wide ribbons.13 This unique
umbrella-like hat is replicated to this day and can be easily seen in modern fashion shows
or Korean movies and television series featuring kisaengs’ stories. One of the most famous
kisaengs during the Chosun period was Hwang Jin-hee (ca.1506-1567). Not only was she a
kisaeng but also a well-known poet, musician and dancer in the sixteenth century. An original
series titled in her name aired as a recent television series in 2006,
featuring Hwang, played by Ha Ji-won, and other kisaengs
wearing this unique hat with the folded tier-skirt. Park Sul-nuh, a
notable hanbok designer famous for designing hanboks for
Korean celebrities, presented this similar look on the runway in
one of her fashion shows in Seoul, Korea on September 6, 2006
(fig. 2).
Kisaengs are recognized as a distinctive class in Korea.
They were female entertainers who were trained from young age
Figure 2. “Kisaeng hanbok,”
opinion.inews.com, September 6,
2006, (Photo: ryu@joynews.com)
http://opinion.inews24.com/php/news_
view.php?g_menu=700100&g_serial=
222510 (accessed November 10, 2018)
12
13

and performed dance and music at the royal courts and provincial
centers. While most of the Korean court dances were

Sunny Yang, HANBOK: The Art of Korean Clothing, 133.
Ibid., 150.
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traditionally performed by men, there were some performed by royal kisaengs as well. During
the Koryo period, the Kisaeng Institute emerged as a feature of Korean dancing named Wonhwa,
“Original Flower.” Established during the Three Kingdom, before the Unified Shilla period, the
institution was considered the first to record court entertainers.14 As for their social status,
kisaengs were one of the lowest class during Koryo and Chosun period, which included slaves
and butchers from the Chosun period.15 During the Koryo period, when Buddhism was the
predominant religion of this era, upper-class women had relatively free social mobility and
access to political affairs, mainly through the men in the family. Most of the concubines of
Koryo kings were chosen from kisaengs and they were given noble title and rank, thereby
elevating their status from lowest to highest class. However, this stimulated social and political
unrest emerged along with other circumstances, eventually leading to the end of Koryo Dynasty
in 1392.16
With the adoption of Confucianism in the Chosun period, women’s virtue and social
mobility became increasingly regulated by Confucian ethics, requiring women to be physically
separated from men in the public arena. Kisaengs were no exception. Byong Won Lee explains
in his article, “Evolution of the Role and Status of Korean Professional Female Entertainers
(Kisaeng),” that in contrast to the Koryo period, the management of kisaengs in court were
controlled and they were barred from being granted a noble title or rank. In addition, because it
was impossible for male doctors to treat female patients due to the strict separation of genders at
this time, officials decided to train kisaengs in medicine and other essential educational subjects.

14

Sunny Yang, HANBOK: The Art of Korean Clothing, 146.
Sae-hyoung P. Chung, “Sin Yunbok’s Kisaeng Imagery: Subtle Expression of Emotions under the Women’s
Beautiful Façade,” Acta Koreana 10, no. 2, (July 2007): 73-100.
16
Byong-won Lee, “Evolution of the Role and Status of Korean Professional Female Entertainers (Kisaeng),” The
World of Music 21, no. 2, (1979): 75.
15
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Lee further notes that as a result, four new kisaeng institutes were established along with the
existing one under the Bureau of Royal Music: one in charge of the imperial family’s medical
care, a second for drug prescription, a third for the royal family’s clothing, and another for
military uniforms. Lee quotes that, “according to eighteenth-century Handbook of Royal Banquet
and Rites, training of the court kisaengs included classical song, court entertainment dance,
stringed-instruments, Chinese classics, calligraphy, painting and court etiquette.”17 Kisaengs
were accompanied by blind male musicians so as to preserve the Confucian separation of gender
in public. Although their education was limited to the minimum necessary to socialize with the
upper-class, also called yangban, any type of education was rare for women from other societal
classes with the exception of the royals. In this manner, kisaengs were quite advanced in
education and privileged to interact with male acquaintances, in comparison with other women
of the period. In addition, compared to other women, although kisaengs were from the lowest
class they were able to wear hanboks more freely because of their profession.
One of the famous court painters from
the eighteenth-century Chosun period was Shin
Yun-bok (ca.1758–1815), who portrayed
kisaengs in many of his paintings. While there
are rarely any actual costumes or photographs
of kisaengs from the Koryo and the Chosun
periods before the 1900s, Shin’s paintings of
Figure 3. Sin Yun-bok. Amorous Youths on a Spring
Outing. Late 18th century - early 19th century. Album leaf. Ink
and colors on paper, Height 28.3cm. Width 35.2cm. (Kansong
Art Museum, Seoul, Korea), in Saehyang P. Chung, “Sin
Yunbok’s Kisaeng Imagery: Subtle Expression of Emotions
Under the Women’s Beautiful Façade.” Acta Koreana 10. no
2, (July 2007): 96, fig 23.
17

kisaengs are an excellent resource that provides
a better understanding of these women’s lives

Byong-won Lee, “Evolution of the Role and Status of Korean Professional Female Entertainers (Kisaeng),” 76.
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during the artist’s time. His paintings emphasize the
women’s physical beauty, sensual appearance and details
of their clothing. Sae-hyoung Chung examines Shin’s
paintings in his article, “Kisaeng Imagery” and studied
kisaengs’ facial expressions and the range of emotions
(fig.3). In one of the artist’s earliest representations of
kisaengs imagery, A Woman Wearing a Rain Hat (fig. 4),
Chung quotes the artist’s writing on the painting:
“Predecessors thus far have not shown such a class as
Figure 4. Sin Yun-bok, A Woman Wearing
a Rain Hat, Late 18th century-early 19th
century. Album leaf, Ink and colors on
silk. Height 28.2 cm, Width 19.1 cm.
(National Museum of Art, Seoul, Korea),
in Saehyang P. Chung, “Sin Yun-bok’s Kisaeng
Imagery,” Acta Koreana, Vol 10. No 2, (July
2007): 93, fig 9.

this. This could be considered quite new and unique.”
Shin was considered one of the first artists to portray
kisaengs, neglected by other artists, as a major subject in
the history of Korean paintings. Interestingly, this rain hat

can be considered as an earlier version of the umbrella-like cone shape hat.
Following the fall of the Chosun Dynasty in 1910, Korea was occupied by Japan from
1910 to 1945. The Japanese occupation is emblematic of a tragic period of Korean history as it
suffered extensively under a foreign occupation and rule. The long tradition of kisaengs also
experienced drastic changes and they were driven from the palace. Consequently, while some
were able to open small businesses, such as teahouses or restaurants, their reputation collapsed
and few became concubines of wealthy businessmen or government officials.18 Unlike geishas
who currently work in Japan, kisaengs do not exist in Korea anymore. However, they often

18

Sunny Yang, HANBOK: The Art of Korean Clothing, 150.
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remain as primary characters on Korean television series or movies which enables us to
rediscover their role in Korean history.

IV.

Contemporary Hanbok

Hanboks symbolically represent Korea, thus, many local fashion designers are designing
hanboks for the contemporary market. Hanbok designers such as Park Sul-nuh but also Lee
Young-hee (1936-2018) are credited as pioneers of modern hanboks working to globalize
hanboks attire around the world. Lee argues that hanboks should be both practical and functional
in nature. Because the hardest part is tying the go-rum of the juhgori, Lee brilliantly added a tab
to the juhgori to make it easier to wear it. To be wearable on a daily basis she quoted, “I needed
to remove the unnecessary frills and I first did it with a tab on the jugori jacket.”19 One of Lee’s
signature work is the “Clothes of (the) Wind” when she launched a prét-á-porter show in Paris in
1993 for which she gained international fame for introducing modern hanboks (fig. 5). Lee
revolutionized the traditional look into a modern style by removing the juhgori so the chima
became a strapless
modern gown. The
gown was
presented in
multiple colors
and the models
also walked the
Figure 5. Lee Young-hee, "Clothes of (the) Wind," 1993, Paris, France, Korea.net, May 21, 2018.
(Photo: Kim Jung-nam) http://www.koreanet/NewsFocus/Culture/view?articleld=159174 (accessed
October 30, 2018).

runway in bare

Kang Ga-hul and Sohn Ji-ae, “Lee Younghee brings modern touches to globalized Hanbok,” Korea.net, May 21,
2018. http://www.korea.net/NewsFocus/Culture/view?articleld=159174 (accessed January 10, 2019).
19
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feet. The collection drew global attention and received positive reviews. Some were, “it has the
most modern and most Korean look” and “it’s a combination of freedom and elegance as if it
embraces the wind all over.” 20 Laurence Benaïm, a French fashion reporter of Le Monde at the
time, viewed the collection as “Clothes of (the) Wind” because of long, floaty skirts.21 Thus,
“Clothes of (the) Wind” became the title of Lee’s collection. The soft and organic lines in Lee’s
hanboks is truly reminiscent of wind blowing around the dresses.
However, not all were impressed. There were mixed reviews, especially from the home
country, Korea, as some commented that these designs were “an ambiguous garment of no
nationality and no traditionalism.”22 The dress without the jacket exposed the skin more than the
traditional attire and some expressed that hanbok should be kept unchanged. However, I argue
that designing modern hanboks provide more opportunities for
fashion designers to present in the global market and enables
hanboks to become more accessible for a larger audience.
In addition, Lee contributed in designing a large range of
hanboks throughout her career. Not only did she design modern
hanboks, but she also designed hanboks inspired by kisaengs’
hanbok attire. In July 6, 2010, Lee held an haute couture
fashion show in Paris, titled “The Excursion of the Ladies,”
while using top-quality mosi textile made from Korea. Models
Figure 6. Lee Young-hee, “The
Excursion of the Ladies,” July 2010,
Paris, France, The JoongAng Ilbo,
September 18, 2010,
www.koreafocus.or.kr/DEV/interview/
view.asp?volume_id=102&content
(accessed Oct 15, 2018).

walked the runway wearing bamboo hats inspired by kisaengs’

Kang Ga-hul and Sohn Ji-ae, “Lee Younghee brings modern touches to globalized Hanbok.”
KOREA Magazine, July 2015, http://books.google.com/books/Id=WRH_CwAAQBAJ (accessed March 29, 2019).
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ensembles from the Chosun period (fig. 6).23 The bamboo hat and the hanbok attire exemplifies
how traditional hanboks inspire contemporary hanbok fashion. In addition to Korean designers,
other European and American designers such as Christian Dior and Carolina Herrera designed
hanbok-inspired collections in Spring 2011.24
For my contemporary knitwear collection, I was inspired by the traditional and modern look
of hanboks. In particular, Lee’s “Clothes of (the) Wind” collection was fascinating, especially
her hanbok designs inspired by kisaengs’ hanboks. The “In Full Bloom” category, my print
design reflects the hanbok’s colorful and decorative patterns. The “Wrap Me in Cashmere”
category designs depict the elegant style of hanbok and wrap-tie look of the juhgori which I
transformed to cashmere knitwear. The “Love-Me-Not: Knotted-Belt Cardigan,” category
designs were inspired by the knotted gorum on the juhgori and embroidered hanboks. Each
category designs were inspired by hanbok and kimono, and the Japanese kimono will be
examined in the following section.
V.

Japanese Kimono
Parallel to Korean hanboks, kimonos
are recognized as the traditional
costume of Japan (fig.7). Kimonos
can be traced back to the eighth
century. The shape and style of the

Figure 7. “Japanese Kimonos,” BBC.com, December 8, 2017, (Photo: Getty
Images), http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20171208-the-designers-takingthe-kimono-into-the-future. (accessed November 11, 2018).

kimono that we know today has been

Jun-sul Kim, “Hanbok is not Kimono Coreen”, The JoongAng Ilbo, September 18, 2010.
www.koreafocus.or.kr/DEV/interview/veiw.asp?volume_id=102&content (accessed October 15, 2018).
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established since the latter half of the sixteenth century. Kimonos are typically straight-cut and
straight sewn, not using tied pleats, gathers, or tucks, producing a flat, T-shaped silhouette when
the garment is not on the body. The most significant feature is its construction, consisting of
rectangular pieces of fabric sewn together. Terry Satsuki Milhaupt book, Kimono: A Modern
History, was a major inspiration for the Metropolitan Museum of Art exhibition in New York,
“Kimono: A Modern History” in 2014. In that book, Milhaupt explains that the kimono’s simple
straight-edged construction reduces the waste of fabric and that eventually, the roll of cloth is cut
into seven pieces: two body panels, two sleeve panels, two front overlaps and a collar – and their
straight edges are sewn together to form the garment.25 Common features of kimonos are their
soft shoulders, loose sleeves, a V-neck and an obi belt that can be tied in various ways;
sometimes an obijime cord which is tied over the obi belt. The kimono retains its basic shape for
both men and women. Its rectangular construction is similar to hanboks in that both resemble a
rectangular shape when stored flat. Although kimonos look like a T-shape in two dimensions, it
drapes beautifully on the physical body, such that a kimono’s surface is considered to be a
drawing canvas for kimono designers.
Like the Korean hanbok, kimonos come in various colors with different patterns. In the
early days, red and purple colors were marked as high status and were reserved for royalty. Black
is considered the most formal color and the modern kimono maintains a significant distinction
between black and colored kimonos.26 The woman’s most formal full-dress kimono is black and
has five crest patterned on the hem. For example, at the wedding, female relatives of the bride
are usually dressed in black, whereas the bride’s friends are dressed in colorful crested and
patterned kimonos. There are typically two types of dyeing method: piece-dye, which the

25
26

Terry Satsuki Milhaupt, Kimono: A Modern History, (London: Reaktion Books, 2014), 21.
Liza Dalby, Kimono: Fashioning Culture, (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1993), 178.
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weaving is done before the dyeing or the yarn-dye, which
the weaved patterns are made from the dyed yarn. Kimono
patterns are exceptionally beautiful and vary each season.
The cherry blossom pattern is popular during the spring
season in March and April, and waves and shell patterns are
worn during the summer season in July and August. There
are also different types of kimonos that are worn in different
occasions or seasons such as the yukata, an unlined kimono
Figure 8. Over Robe (Uchikake) with a LongTailed Birds in a Landscape, 18th century,
Silk and metallic-thread embroidery and
stencil paste-resist dyeing on silk satin
damask, 72x49 in, Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, (59.94).

made in cotton and worn in the summer, and the furisode,
or “swinging sleeves,” which has long sleeves and is worn
by an unmarried woman for formal occasions. Uchikake is

a lined silk robe with a padded hem, worn over another garment without a sash, usually for
formal occasions, such as a wedding or stage performance (fig. 8).27 It is usually heavily
brocaded in decorations with red or white as a base color for brides.
The term kimono is an abbreviation of kirumono, literally meaning “thing to wear” and
derives its current definition from the Meiji period (1868-1912).28 For centuries, a variation of
the T-shape kimono was commonly worn in Japan but it was referred as a kosodo, a garment
with small sleeve openings. Kosode was the forerunner of the modern kimono which was worn
from the Heian era (794-1185). Compared to modern kimonos, the early kosodo were much
wider in the body and narrower in sleeve width. The length was shorter, and the obi was
narrower and tied in the front. Originally, the obi was a ropelike cord or a narrow sash about

“Outer Robe (Uchikake) with Phoenixes and Paulownia| Japan| Meiji period (1868-1912) |The Met,” The
Metropolitan Museum of Art. http://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/65230 (accessed Feb.17, 2019).
28
Terry Satsuki Milhaupt, Kimono: A Modern History, 4.
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three inches wide that was tied in the front and functioned to secure and close the kimono. Like
the kosodo, the early obi differed less between genders. However, throughout the centuries,
women’s obi width increased and by the late seventeenth century, the obi knot generally moved
to the back. The wider obi tied in a more elaborate fashion and functioned as a decorative bow,
which evolved into the current look of modern kimonos. The obi knotting position is significant
to geishas since it differentiates them from licensed prostitutes. The courtesans wore heavy
brocaded obis tied in the front with a large knot to indicate themselves as a licensed prostitute,
whereas geishas and other women tied their obis in the back.29 Not only was the obi a functional
and decorative element, but it also played an important part to distinguish courtesans and
geishas.

VI.

Geisha and Kimono

The modern kimono fashion was established during the turn of the seventeenth century. The
Tokugawa family came to power and created a military government in Edo, now Tokyo, where
the feudal system dominated Japan. During the Edo period (1600-1867), the four-tiered social
system ranked the government samurai at the top, then farmers, followed by artisans and lastly,
merchants. Clothing was distinguished between classes and commoners’ clothing was made of
durable and inexpensive materials compared to samurai classes. The materials and laborintensive decorative patterns indicated the social status of the wearer.30 According to Milhaupt,
trends in clothing designs were documented in ukiyo-e, or woodblock prints, of the fashion
trendsetters of that time, particularly women of “pleasure quarters,” now known as entertainment

Asian Art Museum, “Japanese Geisha Dress and Accessories,” http://education.asianart.org/exploreresources/background-information/japanese-geisha-dress-and-accessory (accessed Jan 24, 2019).
30
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districts from large cities and kabuki actors, or male actors performing in female roles.31
Woodblock-printed images featured fashionable clothing available to consumers in the Edoperiod society. The latest trends in colors, designs and obi-tying styles were publicized through
woodblock prints. While the first kimono pattern book came out in 1666, about 170 to 180 books
were published between 1666 to 1810, which served as types of fashion magazines.32 Japan
published ukiya-e kimono patterns from the seventeenth century, which enables research of early
kimono designs.
Geishas were considered fashion-icons during their time. Before the geishas, in the
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, the leading actors and courtesans were considered
fashion trendsetters. These courtesans dominated the licensed “pleasure quarters” of Edo, Kyoto,
and other large cities while providing variety of services, including music to clients. Around
1730, a group of entertainers known as geisha, meaning “persons of art,” emerged to assist the
courtesans.33 While the first geishas were male entertainers, the first female geishas appeared
around the 1750s. Female geishas quickly grew in number and gradually the word geisha
became mainly associated with women. Eventually, the geisha system became recognized as a
separate class of entertainment apart from courtesans and prostitutes.34 Geishas are considered as
professional entertainers who train in a variety of Japanese performance arts including dancing,
singing, playing instruments and engaging socially with clients. Though they are often
mislabeled as prostitutes, geishas were originally considered a distinct profession. When a geisha
gets married, she retires from the profession and if she does not marry, some continue to train
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younger geisha to maintain the geisha community. Some others open teahouses and restaurants
similar to Korean retired kisaengs.
In 1870, during the Meiji era, a “geisha community,” called hanamachi was established.35
Usually geishas live in the okiya, a geisha house, where geishas are associated in order to be
registered in their communities. Liza Dalby provides insightful research of geishas in her book,
Geisha (1983), based on her research and engagement with the geisha society when she visited
and studied in Japan. Sisterhood, she argues, is a basic tenet of Kyoto’s geisha society.36 Dalby
further explains that a new geisha becomes a younger sister of a more experienced geisha. The
new geisha calls her older sister onésan, and geishas calls the woman who manages the teahouse,
mother, okásan. While the relationship of sisterhood was hierarchical, loyalty and empathy were
considered important virtues as well. Ideally, onésan is a mentor who furthers a geisha’s
understanding of artistic skills, etiquette and an appropriate way to interact with clients. Upon
completion of a few stages before becoming a geisha, another ritual is performed, known as
sansankudo, the three-times-three exchange of cups, which are also performed during wedding
ceremonies. The geisha exchanges cups with her mentor, onésan, and her mother, okásan. After
this ceremony she becomes a maiko, an apprentice geisha or makes her debut as a geisha. In the
early days, most girls were eighteen before they became full geishas. However, modern child
labor laws in Japan restricted geishas to begin their career at the age of eighteen.37 Although
kisaengs and geishas are both known to be professional entertainers, many nuances exist between
each country, culture, and how they are structured and established.
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Geishas wear heavy white makeup with red lips, one of their signature looks which
allows them to be more visible in low lighting conditions. They wore high platform sandals,
okobo, that prevent them from walking fast and forcing them to take small steps, which was
considered to be appropriate and attractive in the Japanese tradition. The decorative coiffure was
also an important part of the geisha style. The coiffure was ornamented with many types of
combs and hairpins in different materials such as tortoiseshell, glass, silver and other metals that
required a professional hairstylist to manage their hair-settings.38 On most formal occasions,
geishas wore such hairstyles; however, this would cause bald spots due to the constant pulling
and tightly tying of natural hair. As a result, geishas nowadays wear wigs to maintain their hair.
Geisha and kimono are in many ways inseparable because the kimono is a major element
for geisha attire—as such, geishas were fashion trend-setters of kimono’s latest styles. In effect,
geishas enabled Japan to maintain the traditional look of their traditional costume despite the
Western influence during the Meiji period. In her other book, Kimono: Fashioning Culture
(1993), Dalby notes that geisha and kabuki actors were fashion-leaders during the latter part of
the Edo period. According to a novel from the 1830s, Geisha tora no maki (Geisha: the tiger
volume), by Ryuei Tanehiko, “if geisha[s] were seen wearing a honeycomb-patterned kimono,
the wives of the townsmen would all rush to copy it.”39 Geishas were the first to adapt the latest
trends in kimono colors, patterns and accessories such that they influenced the latest vogue in
mainstream kimono fashion. Dalby further explains that not only did geishas influence fashion
but some of geisha’s kimono origins are reflected in the modern kimono. The two main features
are the taiko style of obi fold, which is a drum shape fold and the Nagoya obi, which is a specific
cut of an obi and is commonly used with the kimono, with the exception of the most formal
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kimono. In addition, wearing a haori, overjacket, with the kimono was originated from the
geisha’s kimono attire.40 Geisha clothing in the Meiji era consisted of three major categories:
regular daytime, eveningwear and de. The de, formal costume, meaning “going-out” attire is
only worn by geishas in such a way where the neckline dips deeply in the back to show off a
shapely nape.41 However, de costume is required only for a full formal attire and a geisha’s
normal kimono does not differ greatly from other Japanese women’s kimonos. A geisha’s
kimono may be more subdued with the difference emerging only in the manner of a geisha
wearing it.
After the Edo period ended, the Meiji period (1868-1912) emerged and the new
government aimed to abolish the class distinctions from the Edo period, declaring all classes to
be equal. The new government moved away from being an isolated feudal society and brought
modernization and Westernization to the country by adopting Western political, social, and
economical institutions. However, the policy lead to Japanese imperialism and colonialism,
establishing itself as a colonial power in East Asia. During this time, Western culture and
clothing were adopted in Japanese society. Western clothing, yofuku, became the mainstream of
fashion despite the fact that Japanese people wore kimono for many centuries. During the Edo
period, geishas were fashion trend-setters and wore the latest kimono style that other women
would follow to imitate. After the rush of Western adaptations during the Meiji era, geishas
began to wear Western clothing, cut their hair and accessorize using Western articles of fashion
which was the latest trend. However, the sudden change triggered confusion among Japanese
people and some opined that geishas were losing their significant identity by not maintaining the
Japanese traditions. At the same time, geishas realized the necessity to preserve their traditions
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and refrained from being fashion innovators and adopters of the Western culture. As such,
geishas played an important role in preserving the kimono from Western incursion and influence.
They are the only profession in Japan who wear kimonos to this day.
Unlike kisaengs, who do not exist in Korea anymore, geishas and maikos continue to
work in Japan. Yukiko Matsuda provides a detailed annual schedule of their kimono attire in her
article, translated as “Kimono-That Color the Four Seasons of Gion.” According to Matsuda,
Gion Kobu, the pleasure quarter, now known as the entertainment district, is an apt place to
examine the specific costumes of geishas and maikos worn seasonally. Gion, Kyoto’s most
famous geisha district, is where geishas’ and maikos’ costumes and colors remain untouched
where one can experience the historical geisha community. In each season, geishas wear
different type of kimonos in different colors. Matsuda further explains on January 7, geishas and
maikos wear the official dress of black kimono printed with crest and hair decorated in ears of
rice to express a fresh start. They change to formal attire in crested colored kimonos. During the
city’s dance festival in the spring, they wear blue kimonos and dance with round uchiwa fans,
while maikos wear cherry blossom hairpins. In early summer, geishas and maikos change to
seasonal wardrobes in yukata, and on the first day of August they wear crested black formal
attire made of silk gauze that is only seen in this area. During the fall season, the hair pin design
changes along with the weather. December 13, marks the true start of the New Year for the
people of pleasure quarters. Geishas and maikos wear finely patterned kimono or semi-formal
kimono at this time. They visit their instructors, tea houses and “older sister” geishas who trained
and mentored them and bring offerings of kagami-mochi, rice cakes.42
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Unlike Korea, where the country retreated into isolation in the Chosun period, Japan
opened its doors to the Western world. Its exploration into the Western world particularly took
off during the Meiji era. Likewise, the Western of the world was fascinated by Japanese culture.
Japonism trends of Japanese motifs, patterns and techniques emerged in both Western art and
fashion. European painters depicted “exotic” objects such as fans, kimonos and ukiyo-e as
subjects in their paintings. French Impressionists were particularly fond of Japanese symbols and
portrayed the Parisian fad for all things Japanese. One of Claude Monet’s painting, La Japonaise
(Camille Monet in Japanese Costume) (1876), is a good example that depicts Monet’s wife,
Camille, in an elaborate red uchikake designed with a samurai-like figure holding his sword. She
wears a blond wig to emphasize her Western look and holds a Japanese folding fan, standing
behind a wall decorated with many uchiwa, round
Japanese fans (fig. 9). In 2015, however, this
painting and kimono became the subject of “cultural
appropriation,” a current but controversial issue existing
today. Julie Valk notes in her article, “The ‘Kimono
Wednesday’ Protest: Identity Politics and How the
Kimono Became More Than Japanese,” that cultural
appropriation is defined by Bruce Ziff and Pratima Rao
(1997) as “the taking—from a culture that is not one’s
Figure 9. Claude Monet (French, 1840-1926),
La Japonaise, 1876. Oil on canvas; H. 231.8
cm x W. 142.3 cm. Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, 1951 Purchase Fund. (56.147), in
KIMONO REFASHIONED, Japan’s Impact
on International Fashion, San Francisco:
Asian Art Museum. Exhibition Catalog.

own—of intellectual property, cultural expressions or
artifacts, history and ways of knowledge.”43 In June 2015,
the Boston Museum of Fine Art (MFA) hosted a kimono
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try-on event, “Kimono Wednesdays” and “Flirting with the Exotic” that showcased the Monet’s
La Japonaise, while visitors could wear a replica kimono. While the museum’s goal was for the
visitors to “engage with the painting in a different way” and to “channel your inner Camille
Monet,” it immediately caused controversy among Asian Americans who protested that the event
was an example of cultural appropriation, racism and Orientalism.44 I argue that the event’s
“exotic” approach to Japanese art was culturally insensitive and offensive to Asian Americans.
The museum eventually cancelled the event and issued a statement of agology on its website.45

VII.

Contemporary Kimono

The kimono continues to inspire contemporary fashion design, and fashion designers have
incorporated kimono style in their design and collection. The Newark Museum exhibit, “Kimono
Refashioned” displayed several contemporary designers’ garments, by such designers as Issey
Miyake, Rei Kawakubo, John Galliano and Tom Ford. One of the designs is from Galliano’s
Autumn/Winter 1994 collection, a micro-mini ensemble that resembles a black formal kimono
attire and is designed in short double jacket with an obi belt and a long train. The garment is
paired with sheer stocking and a garter belt that provides an edgy look. However, now that I have
conducted more extensive research on kimonos and understanding its history, I argue that this
look can be considered an example of cultural appropriation. The garter belt particularly provides
an image of the kimono as a “sexy” and “exotic” garment, which advances the exotic image that
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has been a stereotype from the Western perspective. Not
only the kimono, but also geishas have a stereotype image
as an “exotic” or “sexual” figure. Rather than depicting
kimono as a symbol of “sexiness,” I argue that we ought to
respect the historical culture and heritage of the traditional
costume. While focusing on Fashion Studies in my
master’s program and from my research, I began to
understand fashion design from an academic perspective.
On the other hand, as a fashion designer myself, I
recognize the creativity of fashion designers and
acknowledge that they obtain design resources from
Figure 10. “Ensemble,” by John Galliano, Paris,
Autumn/Winter 1994, in KIMONO
REFASHIONED: Japan’s Impact on
International Fashion, San Francisco: Asian
Art Museum. Exhibition Catalog.

various cultures and their clothing. Thus, I realized the
conflict to both acknowledge the designers’ creativity and

to consider the historical and cultural background of the costume. Traditional costumes offer
timeless inspiration and fashion designers should be aware to appropriately consider other
cultures during their creative works. As a fashion designer myself, I considered these factors
when I designed my contemporary knitwear collection for this project.
For my collection, I adapted the kimono T-shape silhoutte; the T-shape is reflected in the
“kimono cardigan” and “kimono dress” of my designs. The first category “In Full Bloom” for the
spring season, I was particulary inspired by George Hendrik Breitner (1857-1923), an artist of
the Amsterdam Impressionism movement, kimonos’ paintings. He painted countless versions of
a girl in different colors of kimonos, and in 2016 the Philips Wing of the Rijksmuseum, in
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Amsterdam, Netherlands, exhibited the full series of his
fourteen painings. One of his paintings include, Girl in a Red
Kimono (fig. 11). In addition, I drew ideas from the geishas’
colorful kimonos and presented a spring floral print printed on
kimono cardigans and wrap-tied dresses. “Wrap Me in
Cashmere” category reflects the elegantly wrapped obi that is
transformed to cashmere knitwear. “Love-Me-Not: KnottedBelt Cardigan” section includes pair of kimono cardigans
which designs were inspired by the obi belt and obijime cord
Figure 11. George Hendrik Breitner, Girl in a
Red Kimono (Geesje Kwak), 1895-1896.
Gemeentemuseum, The Hague.
www.rijksmuseum.nl (accessed February 10,
2019).

that is tied over the obi belt.

VIII. Conclusion
Traditional costumes of Korean hanbok and Japanese kimono represent the history, culture and
clothing of each country. This study examined the traditional look and structure of each costume,
while featured the fashionwear of women of kisaengs and geishas from Korea and Japan.
Kisaengs and geishas are assumed to be equivalent to each other; however, my study found that
they originated from distinctively different social, political and cultural backgrounds. While
fashion studies is primarily focused on Western clothing, this study rediscovers the significant
impact of East Asian fashion and allows us to understand fashion from a global perspective and
to recognize the diversity of clothing in the global era. In addition, it brings awareness of
“cultural appropriation” and argues to consider and respect other cultural history and its heritage.
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The exhibition catalog is aligned with my “white paper” and explores my research in
three section. The first section presents hanboks of royalty and highlights of kisaengs’ hanboks,
including contemporary kisaengs’ hanboks featured in movies or television series. The second
section displays various types of Japanese kimonos and draws comparison of traditional and
modern geishas’ kimonos. The third section contains photographs of my collection along with
pictures prompting inspiration for my designs. The collection includes “In Full Bloom” for
spring season, “Wrap Me in Cashmere” for fall season and “Love-Me-Not: Knotted-Belt
Cardigan” for holiday season. The exhibition reveals how the timeless traditional costumes of
hanboks and kimonos can be made relevant to the contemporary times in which we live.
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My interest in costumes started when I lived abroad in
Korea where I became fascinated by the long and rich
history and elaborate style of Korea’s traditional
costume, the hanbok. Parallel to the hanbok, the
Japanese kimono represents the traditional costume of its
country. The kimono-look and style has been a source
of inspiration for the fashion industry starting in the
nineteenth century until today. While studying Fashion
Design at Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT) in New
York, my college entrance portfolio theme was derived
from hanbok-inspired designs. Continuing my Fashion
Studies in the Master’s of Art in Liberal Studies program
at CUNY (City University of New York) Graduate
Center in New York, I expound upon my ongoing
interest in researching traditional costumes of Korea and
Japan while also exploring the history of these clothes
and its influence on global fashion.
The exhibition features a wide range of actual
garments of hanboks and kimonos. In addition to
clothing, the exhibition also presents paintings, prints
and textiles of hanboks and kimonos. It focuses on
fashionwear of women and takes a new look of
wardrobes of kisaengs and geishas, professional
entertainers from Korean and Japan, and accents how
they influenced fashion during their respective times.
The

exhibition

displays

contemporary

fashion

influenced by traditional costumes and rediscovers the
impact of East Asian clothing. It thus provides viewers
to understand fashion from a global perspective and to
recognize the diversity of clothing between countries and
across the world.
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The exhibition is organized into three main sections: the
first section presents the Korean hanboks of royalty and
highlights of kisaengs’ hanboks, including contemporary
kisaengs’ hanboks featured in movies or television
series. The second section displays various types of
Japanese kimonos and draws comparison of traditional
and modern look of geishas’ kimonos. The third section,
contains photographs of my collection along with
pictures that inspired my designs. The collection
contains three categories: “In Full Bloom,” “Wrap Me in
Cashmere” and “Love-Me-Not: Knotted-Belt Cardigan.”
Traditional looks of hanboks and kimonos are
transformed to contemporary knitwear demonstrating
how tradition inspires fashion through ideas and
creativity. The exhibition reveals the applicability of
timeless traditional costumes of hanbok and kimono to
the contemporary times in which we live today.
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Korean Hanbok

Figure 12. "Korean hanbok pattern," Folkwear #141 Korean Han-Bok.

Hanboks that were worn during the Three Kingdom period differ from the modern hanbok of
contemporary times. Nevertheless, hanboks today preserve essential features of the Mongol
costumes which were adopted from the Yuan China period in the thirteenth century.46 The short
jacket, juhgori and long voluminous skirt, chima remains the basic look of the modern hanbok.
There were few types of hanbok worn by different class of people from the society. During the
Chosun Dynasty (1392-1910), commoners were restricted to wear clothing with lavish
decoration and these were reserved for the royalty. For example, hwarot was worn by the royal
women for ceremonial occasions and common women were allowed once to wear it during her
wedding (fig. 2).
The hwarot is a T-shape robe with wide sleeves, and this hanbok is heavily embroidered and
decorated with gold imprints. The embroidery and decoration are concentrated in the back, rather
than the front and the wide sleeve is sewn with colored strips and finished with white cuffs. The
motifs embroidered in a hwarot represent symbolism appropriate for newlywed couples: a pair of
phoenixes signify fertility and happiness. There are other motifs of peaches, peonies and
butterflies.
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Yi Song-mi, “Korean Costumes and Textiles,” 11.
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Royal Hanbok

Figure 13. Bridal Coat (Wonsam) of Princess Togon, 164 x 328cm, 19th century. 47

Figure 14. A hwarot created based on the drawings of Princess Deogon's wedding robe (back view).
(Photo: Kwon Hae-jin) 48

47
48

Yi Song-mi, “Korean Costumes and Textiles,” 37.
Kwon Hea-jin, “Hwarot, A Once-in-a-lifetime Luxury,” 10.
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Kisaeng and Hanbok

Figure 15. Sin Yunbok. A
Beauty. Late 18th century-early
19th century. Hanging scroll. Ink
and colors on silk. Height:
113.9cm Width: 45.6cm.
Kansong Art Museum, Seoul,
Korea.

Figure 16. Replicate image of kisaeng hanbok
of “Hwang Jinhee,” played by Ha Jiwon
(photo: Kim Hae-soon Hanbok).

Shin Yunbok’s paintings depict kisaengs’ lifestyle and clothing. He is one of the few painters
from the Chosun period who drew numerous kisaengs’ paintings. As such, his paintings were
important resource for the research. A Beauty, is one of Shin’s best known paintings, depicting a
kisaeng from the Chosun era. Her juhgori is extremetly short, the jacket sleeve is tight and she
wears a voluminous chima that accentuated her appealing figure.
Although kisaengs do not exist in Korea anymore, they often remain as primary characters on
Korean television series or movies which enables us to rediscover their role in Korean history.
One of the most famous kisaengs during the Chosun period was Hwang Jin-hee (ca.1506-1567).
Not only was she a kisaeng but also a well-known poet, musician and dancer in the sixteenth
century. An original series titled in her name aired as a recent television series in 2006, featuring
Hwang, played by Ha Ji-won, and hanbok designer Kim Hae-soon replicated kisaengs’ hanboks
for the television series.
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Japanese Kimono

Figure 17. Kimono Pattern.49

The origins of the kimono can be traced to China and their front-wrapped robe with rectangular
sleeves from the Han dynasty (206 BCE-220 CE).50 Since then, the kimono evolved into various
shapes but maintained the basic silhouette that originally wrapped and tied on the body.
The kimono is made from one long roll of fabric. The common size is 0.38m x 13m and the roll
is divided into 8 parts which include two sleeves, the front and back body part, and each part is
sewn using straight stitches. The basic T-shape and wide sleeve look assimilated into Western
fashion during the nineteenth century and became widely adopted in contemporary fashion.
Although the shape looks flat, the kimono drapes well and creates a look which is flattering on
the body.

49
50

Kimono Refashioned: Japan’s Impact on International Fashion, 6.
Ibid., 44.
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Variations of Kimono

Figure 18. Robe (Kosode) with Cherry Blossom and Cypress Fence,
second half of the 17th century, Edo period (1615-1868), Silk and
metallic thread embroidery with resist dyeing on satin damask , 53
x 53 1/2 in. (134.6 x 135.9 cm), The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, Purchase, Mary Livingston Griggs and Mary Griggs
Burke Foundation Gift, 1980. (1980.222)

Figure 19. Furisode, 19 th century, Possibly beni-dyed light red
(orange) silk, figured satin weave, embroidered and couched in
silvered and gilt metallic thread (wound around a white silk fiber
core). Needlework in satin stitch in shades of green, dark blue,
off-white, and light brown; areas of padding; yuzen dyeing, and
stenciled imitation tie-dyeing throughout, 175.5x117cm (68
3/4x46 1/8 in), The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,
Robert Lehman Collection, 1975. (1975.1.2452).
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Geisha and Kimono

Figure 20. Woodblock print of two geishas by
Kitao Shigemasa (1739-1820).

Figure 21. Modern day geisha in full formal attire.

The geisha’s look is based on traditions of Japanese culture and the attire and makeup evolves
with a geisha’s profession. The maikos, apprentice geishas, wear bright colors, whereas, the older
geishas wear subtle colored kimonos. During the Edo period, geishas were fashion trend-setters
and wore the latest kimono styles that other women would imitate. In the Meiji era (1868-1912),
during the rush of Western adoptation, geishas played a crucial role to preserve kimonos despite
the rising new fashion of Western clothing.
Unlike kisaengs, who do not exist in Korea anymore, geishas and maikos continue to work in
Japan. In Gion, Kyoto’s most famous geisha district, some geishas not only host local clients but
also foreigners. Normally, geishas prepare and serve food, tea and perform traditional songs and
dances. Some play the shamisen, a stringed instrument.51

Christine Negroni, “Traditional Geishas Entertain Western Guests,” The New York Times, May 6, 2015.
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/07/business/traditional-geishas-entertain-western-guests.html (accessed February
26, 2019),
51
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contemporary knitwear
collection
designed and photographed by Sylvia Chung

1. Spring Season
In Full Bloom
2. Fall Season
Wrap Me in Cashmere
3. Holiday Season

Love-Me-Not: Knotted-Belt Cardigan
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in full bloom
Spring Season: Inspired by Japanese kimono prints and kimono T-shape silhouette. The printed floral pink
and red color also reflects modern hanbok’s bright and vibrant colors.

Figure 22. Girl in a White Kimono, 1894-1896.
George Hendrik Brietner, Gemeentemuseum,
The Hague. www.rijksmuseum.nl
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Kimono Printed Wrap-tied dress
Designed and Photographed by: Sylvia Chung
Season: Spring 2019
Knitwear Dress: Rayon and Nylon print
Design featuring pink and red floral printed dolman sleeve v-neck kimono wrap self-belted dress
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Kimono Printed Cardigan
Designed and Photographed by: Sylvia Chung
Season: Spring 2019
Knitwear Cardigan: Rayon and Nylon print
Design featuring pink and red floral printed kimono T-shape belted cardigan
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wrap me in
cashmere
Fall Season: Inspired by Lee Young-hee’s modern hanbok design,
hanbok’s juhgori wrap-tied look and kimono obi wrapped style are
transformed to luxury cashmere knitwear.

Figure 23. Lee Young-hee, “Modern Hanbok,” Dokdo, Korea, 2011. (photo: Lee Young-hee)52
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Frances Cha and Elizabeth Eun, “How ‘Hanbok’ Is Influencing Biggest Fashion Names.”
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Cashmere Scarf Wrap Sweater with gold beaded cuff
Designed and Photographed by: Sylvia Chung
Season: Fall 2019
Knitwear sweater: 100% Cashmere
Design featuring scarf wrap sweater with gold beaded cuff
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Cashmere One-Shoulder Wrap Knotted Sweater
Designed and Photographed by: Sylvia Chung
Season: Fall 2019
Knitwear sweater: 100% Cashmere
Design featuring one-shoulder wrap knotted sweater
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love-me-not
knotted-belt cardigan
Holiday and Resort: Inspired by hanbok’s juhgori (jacket) knotted gorum and
kimono obi belt and obijime cord tied over the obi belt. Double knotted belt
is tied over a gold embellished cashmere cardigan and the gold beads reflect
the gold imprints on the hwarot.

Figure 24. Korean hanbok (Photo:Kumdangl)53
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Frances Cha and Elizabeth Eun, “How ‘Hanbok’ Is Influencing Biggest Fashion Names.”
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Cashmere Gold-Beaded Cardigan with Double-Knotted Belt
Designed and Photographed by: Sylvia Chung
Season: Holiday 2019
Knitwear sweater: 100% Cashmere
Design featuring cashmere gold beaded midi cardigan with double-knotted belt
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Cashmere Gold-Beaded Cable Cardigan with Double-Knotted Belt
Designed and Photographed by: Sylvia Chung
Season: Holiday 2019
Knitwear sweater: 100% Cashmere
Design featuring cashmere cable gold beaded cardigan with double-knotted belt
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